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1. Coordination

- During the Logistics Cluster monthly meeting held on 27 December Cluster participants agreed to have close collaboration and coordination among themselves and requested the Logistics Cluster for the continuation of air service operation to Sa'ada and facilitate warehousing and transportation of commodities by cost sharing services. In addition, Logistics Cluster participants requested for mapping and GIS services.

- Adjustments have been made on the Global Customs Agreement and once updated the documents will be re-submitted to Yemen Customs Officials for implementation.

2. Air Operation

- The Logistics Cluster continues to facilitate four flights per month to Sa'ada governorate in northern Yemen with local air Charter Company YJV (Yemenia Joint Venture).

- WFP regional Air safety officer visited Yemen to meet with aircraft company (YJV) to do the risk evaluation of DHC-8 aircraft for the high level mission coming in January 2011.

- WFP-UNHAS circulated the flight schedule for January 2011 (Total 5 normal flights and one special flights) to all organizations to send their booking requests in advance.

- According to the Emirate Civil Aviation Authorities, Yemen will recommence cargo flights from Yemen to the United Arab Emirates in 2011, more details will be provided as updates are made available.

CONTACTS

Logistics Cluster Webpage:  http://www.logcluster.org/Yemen

Logistics Cluster Email:  YEMEN.logcluster@wfp.org

Logistics Cluster and Aviation focal point:  Qaseem.Ghausy@wfp.org